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(R1) 14:10 WETHERBY, 2m 

Globe-trotting Joe Browns Juvenile Hurdle (Class 4) (3YO only) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 112 PLATO'S KODE (IRE) 13 D BF 
b g Kodiac - Speedy Sonata

3 11 - 12tp James Bowen (7)
Seamus Durack

107

Jockey Colours: Light blue, brown seams, brown and light blue striped sleeves, quartered cap
Timeform says: Fair Flat performer who has taken really well to hurdling, scoring twice and
losing little in defeat when just held at Huntingdon (15.8f, good) earlier this month. Looks sure
to go well again.  (Forecast 3.25)

Notes: 

2 1 SOMETHING BREWING (FR) 58
(9F) D 
gr g Clodovil - Talwin

3 11 - 5 Ross Chapman (5)
I Jardine

-

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, orange and dark blue chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap, orange
diamond
Timeform says: Made successful debut over timber at Hexham (16.2f) in August. Well held
both starts on the Flat since, but has to enter calculations back in this sphere.  (Forecast
8.00)

Notes: 

3 24 AMADEUS ROX (FR) 18 
b g Falco - Vittoria Vetra

3 10 - 12p Wayne Hutchinson
A King

111

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, pink disc, maroon sleeves, royal blue stars, dark blue cap, pink spots
Timeform says: Fair maiden on the Flat who ran to a similar level when runner-up on
Newton Abbot (16.7f) hurdles debut in July. Not seen to best effect at Market Rasen
subsequently and must be respected.  (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

4 AMERICAN CRAFTSMAN (IRE) 
gr g Mastercraftsman - Quiet Mouse

3 10 - 12 Joe Colliver
Jedd O'Keeffe

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, red chevron, red sleeves, white armlets, white cap, red star
Timeform says: Fair winner on Flat (12.1f) in May. Not matched that form since, though, and
remains to be seen if switch to hurdling sparks a revival.  (Forecast 29.00)

Notes: 

5 HAROON (IRE) 
ch c Lope De Vega - Hazarista

3 10 - 12t Henry Brooke
T Coyle

-

Jockey Colours: Light blue, brown epaulets, brown sleeves, light blue armlets, striped cap
Timeform says: Fair performer on the Flat, posting solid placed efforts in maidens this
summer. Struggled on heavy ground last time, but is one of the more interesting hurdling
recruits.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

6 MANGATA (FR) 
b g Cape Cross - Kong Moon

3 10 - 12 Thomas Dowson (5)
P A Kirby

-

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, light blue seams, light blue sleeves, dark blue stars, light blue cap, dark
blue star
Timeform says: Fair form, at best on Flat in France, and market should provide guide to
claims on yard/hurdling debut here.  (Forecast 19.00)

Notes: 

7 MIDNIGHT MAN (FR) 
ch g Evasive - Moon Tree

3 10 - 12 Sean Quinlan
K R Burke

-

Jockey Colours: Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap
Timeform says: Yet to score on the Flat and has been below par in recent starts, so hard to
enthuse over on debut in this discipline.  (Forecast 41.00)

Notes: 
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8 MISTER MOOSAH (IRE) 
gr g Clodovil - Hendrina

3 10 - 12t1 Finian O'Toole (5)
Micky Hammond

-

Jockey Colours: Yellow and purple diamonds, purple sleeves, yellow spots, purple cap, yellow star
Timeform says: Not troubled the judge in 11 attempts on Flat and makes limited appeal on
debut over hurdles.  (Forecast 26.00)

Notes: 

9 QUIET WEEKEND 
b g Mawatheeq - Maid Of Perth

3 10 - 12h1 Nathan Moscrop (5)
J D Bethell

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, white spots and sleeves, red cap
Timeform says: Offered little in 4 starts on the Flat and hood reached for on first attempt
over timber.  (Forecast 51.00)

Notes: 

10 8 STEEL HELMET (IRE) 18 
ch g Helmet - Marine City

3 10 - 12 Danny Cook
B Ellison

-

Jockey Colours: Black, pink stripe, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap
Timeform says: Fair maiden on the Flat but was well beaten on hurdling bow at Market
Rasen last month.  (Forecast 51.00)

Notes: 

11 TREAD LIGHTLY 
b g Canford Cliffs - Step Lightly

3 10 - 12 B Hughes
T D Easterby

-

Jockey Colours: Red, white spots, white sleeves, red seams, red and white striped cap
Timeform says: In good form on Flat earlier this summer, hitting the crossbar in pair of
handicaps, but has barely beaten a rival home in more recent outings and has plenty to prove
on debut over hurdles.  (Forecast 23.00)

Notes: 

12 22 SATIS HOUSE 58 
b f Bahri - Ex Mill Lady

3 10 - 5t James Corbett (5)
Mrs Corbett

-

Jockey Colours: Dark green, white seams, striped sleeves, dark green cap
Timeform says: Stepped up considerably on her hurdling debut effort when neck second of
6 to Something Brewing in juvenile event at Hexham (16.2f, good to soft) in August. This is
tougher but can't be ruled out.  (Forecast 9.50)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: PLATO'S KODE showed fair form when scoring on the Flat this summer, but is
already a better hurdler and was only just foiled in his bid for a third success in this sphere at
Huntingdon last time. He can land the opener. Amadeus Rox and Something Brewing rate the main
dangers.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: PLATO'S KODE (1) 
2: AMADEUS ROX (3) 
3: SOMETHING BREWING (2)


